Latex Surgeons Gloves

- Right/Left Hand Fitted
- Maximum Strength
- Sterile
- Beaded Cuff

MedPride Latex Surgeons Gloves are manufactured to surgeon preference for avoiding the risk of infections and hand-fatigue. They are Left/Right Hand Fitted with a beaded cuff and smooth finish for the highest level of comfort. These gloves are an ideal option for the surgical and operating room because of their elasticity, low protein count and sterile features.

Reorder No. | Size | Packaging
---|---|---
MPR-51412 | 6.0 | 4/50 pair/cs
MPR-51413 | 6.5 | 4/50 pair/cs
MPR-51414 | 7.0 | 4/50 pair/cs
MPR-51415 | 7.5 | 4/50 pair/cs
MPR-51416 | 8.0 | 4/50 pair/cs
MPR-51417 | 8.5 | 4/50 pair/cs
MPR-51418 | 9.0 | 4/50 pair/cs

CAUTION: This product contains natural rubber latex which may cause allergic reaction.

Learn more about the MedPride product line and how it can benefit your facility by contacting us or your preferred distributor.